
The Wren Rug
A mug rug for all your beverages!

** Pattern has been tested for accuracy**

Thank you for supporting KehrerBerry Crafts

I’d love to see your finished mug rugs!

Share your finished work on social media with #wrenrug

Find me on Facebook at Kehrerberry Crafts

Instagram @kehrerberrycrafts



Gather your supplies!

● Cotton or cotton blend. (I used Yarn Bee Lil’ Dollop 55% Acrylic 45% cotton)

● H hook, 5mm

● Scissors

● Tapestry Needle for weaving in ends

● Business tag (optional)

Stitch Guide

Ch-Chain

SC-Single Crochet

HDC-Half Double Crochet

SK St- Skip Stitch

**Written in American Standard terms**

Special Stitches

-In row 3, we will be crocheting into the V that we created, not into the actual

stitches on the top.

-Fringe at the ends are optional.

Size

4in x 6in

Yardage: approximately 30 yards



Pattern

Chain 15

Row 1- SC in the second stitch from the hook and in each stitch across. Chain 1, turn

your work (14)

Row 2- *Skip first stitch, 2 HDC in next stitch* until the end of the row. Chain 1, turn

your work. (14)

**Row 2 created V shapes**

Row 3- 2 HDC INTO the V space we created in the last row. (Photo under the special

stitch section) Repeat for the entire row. Place 1 HDC into the top of the HDC from

the previous row , chain 1, turn your work. (15)

**You should have 7 "Vs" plus 1 hdc at the end making 15 stitches.**

Row 4- 16- Repeat row 3.

Row 17- 1 sc into the top of each V stitch across (14)

Optional: Adding fringe at the ends of your mug rug. Cut 28 pieces of yarn about 2

inches long. Fold strand in half, In each stitch insert your crochet hook, pulling the

center of your fold through. Create a knot for your fringe to stay. After I'm done, I

like to trim it up to make sure it's all even.

©PATTERN COPYRIGHT
Please do not copy, redistribute or sell my pattern in anyway. You are more than welcome to sell your
finished product of the Wren Rug. I really hope this quick item is a good seller for you during the cold

months for your hot beverages and during the warm months for your cold beverages! I just ask that you
credit me for the pattern and pass along my information to other makers.  Pictures of my product are

mine. You may not use the photos I took but you may use your own. Thank you so much for
understanding and I really appreciate your support of Kehrerberry Crafts.


